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ACTION HA-05

INFO OCT-01 ISO-00 INSE-00 /006 W
------------------002740 270729Z /17
R 270650Z MAR 78
FM AMEMBASSY JAKARTA
TO SECSTATE WASHDC 7678
INFO AMEMBASSY BANGKOK
AMEMBASSY KUALA LUMPUR
AMEMBASSY TOKYO
AMCONSUL HONGKONG
AMEMBASSY SEOUL
AMEMBASSY MANILA
AMEMBASSY SINGAPORE
AMEMBASSY TAIPEI
AMEMBASSY NEW DELHI
AMEMBASSY CANBERRA
AMEMBASSY OTTAWA
AMCONSUL MADRAS
AMCONSUL FUKUOKA
AMCONSUL NAHA
AMCONSUL OSAKA KOBE
USISSON GENEVA

UNCLAS JAKARTA 3853

FOR HA/ORM

E.O. 11652: N/A
TAGS: SREF
SUBJ: INDONESIA BOAT REFUGEE REPORT FOR WEEK ENDING MARCH 24, 1978

1. STATISTICS
A. WEEKLY ARRIVALS: ZERO
B. COMULATIVE ARRIVALS: 195 (SEE 2 BELOW)
C. WEEKLY NUMBER APPROVED, BIOS SENT TO ADVA: ZERO
D. CUMULATIVE NUMBER APPROVED, BIOS SENT TO ACVA: 470, CAT.
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I 225
E. NUMBER INS APPROVED FOR WHOM SPONSORSHIP NOT RECEIVED: 4
F. SPONSORSHIP NOT RECEIVED AFTER TWO MONTHS: 3
G. SPONSORSHIPS RECEIVED THIS WEEK: 3
H. TOTAL NUMBER SPONSORSHIPS FOR REFUGEES IN COUNTRY: 26
I. WEEKLY DEPARTURES U.S.: 27, CAT I 16
J. CUMULATIVE DEPARTURES U.S.: 440, CAT. I 225

I 225
K. CUMULATIVE THIRD COUNTRY DEPARTURES: TOTAL 71, FRANCE 32, AUSTRALIA 39
L. CURRENT CAMP POPULATION: 206
M. OF WHOM INS APPROVED: 30
N. IN CAMPS WITHOUT U.S. RESETTLEMENT OFFER: 176
O. READY FOR INS INTERVIEW: 82

2. VNSG 1028 ADC WITH 108 ON BOARD HAS DEPARTED FOR AUSTRALIA. THUS CUMULATIVE ARRIVALS FIGURE HAS BEEN REDUCED BY 108 AND OTHER FIGURES (L AND N ABOVE) ADJUSTED ACCORDINGLY.
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